
CDKA NEWS 
JGHV 2237                                                                      DKV 43 

Autumn/Winter 2020 

Jupp v Flintenkamp 
VJP69, D1, AZP1,HN, SG 
Owned by Rye and Rhea Waldman 

Marina Stille, Breeder 
 

NEW WEBSITE ADDRESS!!!! 

WWW.CDKA.ORG



We utilize our facebook pages often. “Deutsch Kurzhaar USA” is an informal page, where anyone who loves 
the DK can post about their dog. The Facebook page description: “Members of this group must be owners or 
be interested in the Deutsch-Kurzhaar. No photos with electronic collars, no for sale or obvious litter/breeding 
announcements. This is the "informal" CDKA member page and CDKA members are encouraged to post about 
themselves and their DKs!” 
The Facebook page “CDKA” is for internal use of club fuctions, important information and other 
pertinent information for members. 

Please utilize these Facebook  pages! It is the best way to get member information out to 
others!  
************************************************************************************************************* 
The membership roster changes periodically. We cannot freely publish the roster, as we must 
protect our members from telemarketing and solicitors. If you need a copy of the roster, or 
want to reach out to members, please contact the CDKA Secretary: 
cdkasecretary@outlook.com for updated information. 

************************************************* 
CDKA Bank Balance as of 30 October 2020 $10,976.20 

****************************************** 
Our Seminar Day held in the Pierre, SD area was a great success. We had over one dozen participants. We 

coverd the Continuing Education Seminar and also the VSwP. The JGHV Director of Judging, Josef 
Westermann is working on new presentations for 2020 and beyond this winter, to be translated to english for 

us. Especially needed is an updated apprentice seminar which has not been updated since 2000. 
******************************************************************************************************************************

COVID-19 has been playing havoc with everything including us. Germany is working to resolve the issue of 
2021 Annual meetings, both the DKV and JGHV. We will let you know as soon as there is a solution to this. 

****************************************************************************************************************************** 
Our Snake Break Clinic in 2020 was a huge sucess. So much of a sucess that we made over $1,500 for our 
club! Special thanks go to Jamie Adkins and Dusty and Tyann Galer who were the snake wranglers, and made 
sure the weekend went smoothly. Over 25 dogs were snake proofed. 
We were also able to donate $200.00 of our proceeds to the South Dakota Discovery Center’s Youth Outdoor 
Program. 
In 2021 we are adding something new, plus we are moving the weekend closer to the Chicken and Grouse 
opener. We will be snake proofing as well as POCUPINE PROOFING. The plan at this time is to have a CDKA 
mini-meeting. See the calendar of events for more information. 
****************************************************************************************************************************** 
The CDKA Vice Chair was asked to resign his position due to a violation of the CDKA Code of Conduct. This 
position will remain open until we have a qualified volunteer or the election is held. The club’s functionality will 
not be affected in any way. 
****************************************************************************************************************************** 
HD turn around as well as litter paperwork has been delayed terribly this year. Please make sure you 
have completed paperwork and HD fees paid for before submission to Germany. Puppy paperwork 
should be completed and sent in before the pups are a week old, to assure you get your ahnentafels 
and chips before 8 weeks. 
****************************************************************************************************************************** 
Does anyone want or need a seminar? Would you like to put together a 20/40 hr. Bloodtrack? 
Please let me know before the 15th December 2020. derkurzhaar@live.com 

mailto:cdkasecretary@outlook.com


2020 CDKA SPONSORED TEST RESULTS 

No spring events held 

 

18 September 2020 Pierre SD area 
Solms and Zuchtschau 
Judges: Jamie Adkins, Francios Aldrich, Gerry Hennekes 
Apprentice: Dustan Galer 
Zuchtschau judge: Francois Aldrich 

Corwin v Hügel-Hafen 0762/19 
Owned, trained and handled by Tim Johnson 
Prize 0 
Failed to retrieve duck at water in gun-sensitivity exam. 
Zuchtschau SG 

Altadena v Golden Sun’s  
view of the COVID Pandemic



 

Clay v Golden Sun 0755/19 
Owned and trained by Thomas Skinner 
Handled by Vanita Skinner 
Prize 1 
Zuchtschau V 
 

Lutos v Canuck 0162/19 
Owned by Samuel and Kortney Hall 
Trained and handled by Kortney Hall 
Prize 1 
Zuchtschau SG 

 



Coco v Hügel-Hafen 0766/19 
Owned trained and handled by Chad Kunz 
Prize 1 
SG(J) 

                                            
Zuchtschau Evaluation
18 September 2020
Pierre, SD area
Zuchtschau judge: Francois Aldrich

Altersklasse Rüde

Jupp v Flintenkamp 0777/17 
Owned by: Rye and Rhea Waldman 
Handled by: Rye Waldman 
SG 



 

Bazil v Golden Sun 0002/16 
Owned and handled by Dustan Galer 
SG 

Jügend Hündin

Cotton Cloud v Golden Sun 0759/19 
Owned and handled by Vanita Bellanca Skinner 
SG(J) 



 

Crockett v Golden Sun 0760/19 
Owned by: Eric Blommel 
Handled by: Tyann Galer 
SG (J) 

VGP 
19-20 September 2020 
Pierre, SD area 
Judges: Jaime Adkins, Francios Aldrich, Gerry Hennekes 

DK Bazil v Golden Sun 0002/16 
Owned, trained and handled by Dustan Galer 
Total forest: 112 
Total water: 41 
Total field: 100 
Total obedience: 50 
Prize 1 303 pts. 



 

DK Beulah v Hügel-Hafen 0810/17 
Owned, trained and handled by Chad Kunz 
Total forest: 0 (did not complete bloodwork or fox drag) 
Total water: 0 
Total field: 0 
Total obedience:  
Prize 0 

KLM Cate v Gusseisen 16-0357 
Owned, trained and handled by Bobbe Carney 
Total forest: 102 
Total water: 44 
Total field: 97 
Total obedience: 50 
Prize III 293 pts. 



CDKA Solms/AZP Zuchtschau
Kansasville, WI
23 September 2020
Judges: Manny Boutsikakis, Rich Dobey, Robert Gerstner, Dave Peasley
Zuchtschau judge: Dave Peasley

Solms 
Cent v Golden Sun 075419 
Owned, trained and handled by Jerry Kellogg 
Prize 1 
SG 

Solms 
Cia v Golden Sun 075719 
Owned, trained and handled by Jerry Kellogg 
Prize 0 (tested later in another venue to a Prize 1) 
V 



   
AZP                       AZP 
Andy v Tekoa Mountain 098618   Rusty v Sparta 035017 
Owned, trained and handled by John Then   Owned, trained and handled by John Then 
Prize 1       Prize 1 
V  

The CDKA has the JGHV books the VZPO and VGPO available to purchase. The books 
are 15.00 each, postage included. 

We also have the New DKV regulations and breeding regulations available in booklet 
format. The price is $15.00 for this book also, postage paid. 

Send request to CDKA Treasurer, 801 JoAnn Road, Pierre, SD 57501



The CDKA members only section of the website has all the forms and 
information you will need for test events, breedings, HD as well as DKV 
and JGHV Regulations!

2021 Litter Fees  
DKV Kennel Name $50.00 
Litter Registration $30.00 

Per pup Registration and 
microchip $15.00 

Per pup ahnentafel $15.00 

Duplicate Ahnentafel 
$15.00 

Postage and handling 
$25.00 

FEE SCHEDULE 2021 

Zuchtschau $40.00 

Btr. $40.00 

Derby/VJP $85.00 

Solms/HZP/AZP $110.00 

VGP $150.00 

20/40 Hr. Schweissprüfung $150.00 

HN $ 10.00 

9000# 150.00 (fee and application 
does not guarantee number will be 

granted) 

HD evaluation  $65.00 

OCD/Elbow evaluation: $35.00 

The fee for non CDKA members to 
test in a CDKA sanctioned event is 

$45.00 

CDKA Hats $20.00 order one today! derkurzhaar@live.com 



Experience Gained  
Our First DK Test  

Tim and Sandy Johnson, Bismarck ND  

   We brought our first DK, Luke (Corwin vom Hügel-Hafen), home in early July 2019. It was a bittersweet week 
as our 10-year-old pudelpointer Cady had suddenly passed away 5 days earlier. Luke was a little blessing, 
taking our minds off the loss, including for our other pudelpointer Luna who now had to step up as the sole big 
sister. For 10 years we hunted behind bearded girls but were always intrigued with the DK breed. We knew this 
boy was special from the first time we saw him and decided to run him in the Derby. We had run Cady in the 
NAVHDA natural ability test so aren’t total strangers to testing. However, the German testing system is a whole 
new ballgame for us. 
  
   We started working with Luke soon after he came home. Tim would lay out soup drags with his puppy food in 
the backyard. We have 1.5 acres and were amazed at that little boy’s tracking skills. Sharp-tailed grouse 
opened on September 14, 2019 and at less than 5 months old, Luke proved to be a natural pointer. We were 
so proud when he would find a downed grouse or make a long track on a wounded/running pheasant!  

   The Derby was scheduled for March 28, 2020. During the winter up to test date, Tim worked on teaching 
Luke “hold,” we went for walks in the wintery prairie so Luke could polish his search and pointing skills and 
worked on basic obedience. We felt pretty good about his natural ability and the Derby test. The curveball none 
of us saw coming was Covid-19. A couple weeks before the test, we found out all spring testing had been 
cancelled. Now what? Well, Solms is in the fall. Should we go for it?  

   So, the summer of 2020 turned into duck and rabbit drags, water searches, dummy drills, and force fetch. 
Duck drags are a good way to social distance during a global pandemic! The Solms test date was scheduled 
for September 18, 2020. We were nervous and anxious about test day because we really had no idea what to 
expect. Luke did great…except on his retrieve to hand. He did not pass his test, but we know what to work on.  
The judges were truly outstanding. They were friendly, reassuring, and we learned so much more about the 
test and what is expected of a dog. The other test participants and observers were great too. We heard their 
stories of failed tests, which helped with the misery we felt, but mostly gave all of us some good laughs! There 
were a lot of positive comments about our Luke. He’s special to us no matter what but thanks to the 
encouragement from others at the test, we plan on running Luke in the AZP. For now, it’s fall and time to have 
some fun on the North Dakota prairie. 



Testing in a German System  
So, you have a Deutsch-Kurzhaar, now what?  

Kortney Hall Hot Springs, SD 

When I first brought my DK puppy home, I fell in love. The long ears, golden eyes, inquisitive nose and 
confident attitude had me over the moon. I spent a lot time walking her, exposing her to new situations, and 
teaching her commands. As time passed, I realized what a gift I had received from my breeder. It was obvious 
to see my pup’s pedigree was the result of selective breeding for generations. I had a dog that naturally 
pointed, tracked, cooperated and had the drive to hunt any game. I was both awed and humbled. I thought 
about the dedication and resources my breeder, as well as previous ones, had put into preserving and 
developing the natural ability of my puppy. This made me realized the least I could do to give back would be to 
train for and try the German test system. So, I set my hat for the Solms, grabbed a whistle and went to work.  
   Fast forward through a young pup’s first hunting season to the spring of 2020 and the world was shut down 
due to COVID-19. It was a first-time handler’s nightmare - the Derby was canceled and club training days were 
suspended. It was devastating, but veteran handlers were still training and encouraged me to keep moving 
forward as well. So, I traded a shotgun for a kayak, again grabbed a whistle and went to work. I have to say 
there is nothing like training a DK solo for the first time – there were days I learned more than the dog!  
   Test day finally arrived late in the summer of 2020! I met my judges over coffee and was given very thorough 
instructions for the day. LC (Lutos vom Canuck) and I were the last team to run which would give me a chance 
to see the test beforehand. I have to say, there is nothing like being surrounded by other handlers,  
and anticipating your turn at the line. It was rewarding to finally meet other handlers and see their dogs. For the 
field work we were blessed to use wild birds, the drags were fun to watch and entertaining. Nothing prepares 
you for a gallery of people to watch your drag when you have trained alone all year - yikes! After a short lunch 
we moved onto the water work.  
   This is where I learned that your test pond is going to be nothing like what you have trained on all summer. 
Steep banks, thick cattails, mossy vegetation and you have the perfect pond for testing a dog’s drive and 
desire! The judges did an excellent job setting up the test to follow the rule book for retrieving with a shot, 
water blinds and searches. Of course my dog found her duck during the search and retrieved it all…..the..
….way…..around the pond, past two judges and several spectators to finish with a perfect delivery. It was a 
great ending to one hell of a day!  
   The final category for the day required all the dogs positioned down for a “rest period”. 10 minutes later all 
the dogs successfully completed the rest period and the judges read the scores.  
   So, if you are wondering what is involved in training and testing in the German system it is all about the drive. 
Drive you have for training your dog, drive for learning new techniques, drive to push yourself as a handler, 
drive to test your dog’s obedience and cooperation, and finally the drive to see your dog’s genetics kindled and 
tested to the standard.  
   To answer the question “So, you have a Deutsch Kurzhaar, now what?” my answer is grab a whistle and run 
the Solms.  



2021 CDKA Calendar of Events

(subject to change)


DK events may be added 21 days prior

JGHV events may be added 60 days prior


Training 13-14 March Pierre, SD area tracking, Derby VJP preparation RSVP derkurzhaar@live.com 
605.222.7310


9, 10 and 11 April  Derby, VJP Zuchtschau, Btr, Pierre, SD area Test Coordinator Dusty Galer; 
dusty@southwestelectricalexperts.com 507.822.4935


1st and 2nd May Derby, Zuchtschau Bowdon, ND Test Coordinator Jaime Adkins; 
roche_jaune@yahoo.com 406.633.0825


Training15-16 May Force fetch part 1 Pierre, SD area RSVP derkurzhaar@live.com 605.222.7310


Training 12-13th of June force fetch part 2 Bowdon, SD area RSVP cjkunz@doublehdk.com 701.509. 
0757


Training 10-11 July Waterwork Lakefield, Minnesota area CDKA barbecue RSVP 
dusty@southwestelectricalexperts.com  507.822.4935


20-22 August ANNUAL FUNDRAISER-MINI MEETING

Snake break and porcupine weekend Pierre South Dakota RSVP derkurzhaar@live.com  
605.222.7310


4th-5th September Solms/AZP, HZP Zuchtschau Bowdon, SD area Test Coordinator Jaime Adkins; 
roche_jaune@yahoo.com 406.633.0825


Training 11-12 Sept Prairie Chicken and Grouse brush up/Mock Test Pierre, SD area RSVP 
derkurzhaar@live.com 605.222.7310


2-3 Oct Solms, HZP Zuchtschau Lakefield, Minnesota area  Test Coordinator; 
dusty@southwestelectricalexperts.com  507.822.4935


9-10 October VGP Pierre, SD area, Test Coordinator ; Vanita Skinner derkurzhaar@live.com 
605.222.7310


Please contact CDKA Director of Testing,  Jaime Adkins with any changes, additions or 
questions. roche_jaune@yahoo.com 406.633.0825 
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Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association  
Sponsored Membership Application 

     The Continental Deutsch Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) is a behavior based organization created for the express 
purpose of preserving and enhancing of the Deutsch Kurzhaar breed as defined by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband (DKV). 
The association seeks to accomplish these goals by strict adherence to the rules and regulations promulgated by the DKV 
and Jagdgebrauchshundverband e.V. (JGHV) and by following the official CDKA Code of Conduct. 
     In order to maintain these high standards, membership is available only to those individuals who can demonstrate by a 
character reference that they will follow the regulations of the DKV and JGHV and the CDKA Code of Conduct. Members 
must also be interviewed at the discretion of the CDKA Executive Board or appointed member and revisit the CDKA Code 
of Conduct agreement, which will include re-signing and re-dating the Code of Conduct Agreement. The character 
reference shall be provided by a sponsor. The sponsor must be a member of the association in good standing. 
     Membership is available regardless of race, color, creed or gender orientation as long as the stated requirements are 
met. Applications will be reviewed by the Board of Directors and applicants will be notified of their status following the next 
regularly scheduled board meeting. If your application is not accepted, your check will be returned along with the reason 
for rejection. 
     At this time CDKA is only offering a yearly membership of $80.00US payable to CKDA. Donations are welcome. Please 
remit payment with this application and signed CDKA Code of Conduct to: CDKA Treasurer, 801 JoAnn Road Pierre, SD 
57501.
 
Membership begins 1 January 2021

Applicant Name:_________________________________________________________JGHV NO._________ 

                                                                                                                                      
Applicant Address__________________________________________________________________________

                                    Street City State Zip Code 

E-mail Address: _________________________________________Phone:_____ _______________________
           (h)/(m)

 
Applicant Signature: ______________________________________________Date: _____________________

 Are you
(will you be a)breeder? :________________KennelName:__________________________________________
 

How many dogs do you presently own?__________________
 

Reference (Sponsor): ________________________________________________________________________

ReferenceAddress:_________________________________________________________________________
Street City State Zip Code 

E-mail Address: 

_________________________________Phone:__________________________________(h)/(m)

For Board use only:



Please return along with your membership application to:  
Continental Deustch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) 
801 JoAnn Road 
Pierre, SD 57501 

The membership of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) is dedicated to:  
* Promoting the standard of the breed through testing in accordance of the DKV.  
* Advancing the objectives and integrity of the CDKA.  
* Protecting and advancing the breed and individual Deutsch-Kurzhaar  
* Promoting quality and integrity in breeding programs as in the spirit of the DKV.  
This code is established to further the objectives of the club as set forth in Section 2 of the CDKA Constitution 
and By-laws.  
CDKA members recognize that as individuals, our practices of ownership, breeding, sportsmanship, and ethics 
directly affect the welfare and preservation of the Deutsch-Kurzhaar .  
The Board and members of the CDKA realize that no code will ever cover every behavior necessary to protect 
the breed.  
Therefore we acknowledge our actions are the truest reflection of our personal integrity and ethics, our 
commitment to the enhancement of our Deutsch-Kurzhaar community, as well as improvement of the 
Deutsch-Kurzhaar breed, and our true concern for the welfare of the Deutsch-Kurzhaar.  
1. Promoting the Standard of the Breed CDKA members agree to:  
A) Use the breed and testing standard created by the DKV and adopted by the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar 
Association to assess the suitability of dogs' temperament, hunting abilities and conformation as prescribed by 
the Deutsch-Kurzhaar Verband.  
B) Participate in and/or support events which promote the breed standard, testing and reflect the breed's 
history and heritage.  
2. Advancing the Objectives and Integrity of the Club CDKA members agree to:  
A) Adhere to all DKV and JGHV rules, regulations and requirements pertaining to the sport of dogs, the 
Constitution, Bylaws of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association, Deutsch-Kurzhaar Verband and JGHV 
and this Code of Conduct (COC).  
B) Share knowledge truthfully, constructively and respectfully when conveying information about members and 
members' breeding programs, as well as about individual Deutsch-Kurzhaar.  
C) Display good sportsmanship and conduct ourselves in a manner that gives credit to the CDKA, and the 
Deutsch-Kurzhaar breed.  
D) Encourage and promote public awareness, value and ethics of responsible pet ownership and exceptional 
hunting dogs.  
E) Ensure that in all dog related activities, the dog's welfare takes precedence over considerations of breeders, 
trainers, owners, organizations, sponsors, and officials.  
F) Participate in activities and programs sponsored by the CKDA to the best of our ability.  
3. Protecting the Interests of the Breed and Individual Dogs CDKA members agree to:  
A) Keep only as many dogs for which they can provide a high standard of health care, shelter, nutrition, 
attention, affection, and overall care.  
B) Provide appropriate training, exercise and supervision to ensure their dogs are well mannered, kept in safe 
conditions, and are not abused or neglected.  
C) Not allow their dogs to roam at large unsupervised, nor to become a public nuisance or a public burden.  
D) Ensure to their best ability that all dogs they place are not brokered, wholesaled or consigned through a pet 
shop, auction or other commercial establishment; and are not offered as prizes in contests, raffles or 
fundraising events.  
E) Ensure to their best ability that no stud dog or brood bitch owned by them is bred to any dog or bitch whose 
owner is directly or indirectly involved with any dog broker, puppy mill, pet shop that retails dogs, auction, litter 
lot sales, or any other commercial enterprise whose business is involved in these activities.  
F) Ensure that all animals released to the care of others have received the health care appropriate for their age 
and needs.  
G) Prior to placing any Deutsch-Kurzhaar, discuss with the prospective owner the health care and behavior 
management needs of the dog and provide recommendations for general care.  
H) Guarantee the health of the dog subject to a veterinarian's examination, at a minimum, within 72 hours of 
placement.  
I) Provide assistance with the CDKA Breed Warden to dogs of their breeding in need of rehoming. Stud dog 
owners must also assist with placement of their stud dogs offspring.  



J) Use a written contract detailing all guarantees, obligations, and expectations of sellers, buyers, receivers 
and providers of services.  
K) Assure that any dog they place which is not suitable for breeding is placed with non-breeding contract. A 
spay/neuter requirement encouraged and recommended.  
4. Promoting Quality and Integrity in Breeding Programs  
Members who wish to breed Deutsch-Kurzhaar should do so with the full understanding of the responsibility 
they bear to the future of the breed and with the paramount intention of improving and protecting the breed. 
Breeders must understand the breed standard, evaluate individual mature dogs' traits, evaluate traits present 
in a breeding dog's immediate and extended family, and apply the principles of genetics. Additionally breeders 
should have a practical knowledge of mating, care of the bitch in whelp, raising a litter, and the time, effort and 
resources required to engage in this activity. The member must discuss planned breeding with the CDKA 
Breed Warden, to assure the best outcome of planned pairing.  
Ideally the suitability of Deutsch-Kurzhaars for breeding purposes should be assessed after twenty-four months 
of age, and after completion of BASIC requirements for breeding/testing are fulfilled according to the DKV and 
CDKA.  
CDKA members who breed agree to:  
A) Mandatory DNA test all dogs who meet DKV breeding requirements.  
B) Must be a member of CDKA for a minimum of two (2) years.  
C) CDKA members Deutsch-Kurzhaars may only be bred within the DKV.  
D) Ensure a female bears puppies no more than two out of three seasons. A period of a one year rest between 
litters is desirable.  
E) Provide new owners the following documentation: this COC, DKV ahnentafel, a health and veterinary care 
history, a vaccination schedule, a checklist for general care and training.  
F) Remain available for advice, when sought, for the lifetime of offspring from their dogs.  
G) Ensure to the best of their ability that puppies produced from any of their Deutsch-Kurzhaar will be raised 
and sold in a manner in accordance with this COC.  
H) Confer with CDKA Breed Warden to assess whether prospective breeding candidates and their immediate 
relatives are affected with or carriers of hereditary disease for which there is diagnostic testing. Such hereditary 
diseases include, but may not be limited to, elbow dysplasia, eye disease, thyroid disease, heart disease, and 
von Willebrand disease.  
I) Refrain from using dogs for breeding which, although unaffected with a specific physical or temperament 
defect, consistently produce afflicted offspring with different mates.  
J) Transfer puppies to new owners in accordance with the laws of their state and meet, at least, the minimum 
federal standard for transporting puppies (8 weeks of age).  
As a member of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) that is affiliated with the JGHV 
(Jagdebrauchshundverband e.V.), VDH (verband für das Deutsche Hündwessen), and FCI (Federation 
Cynologique Internationale) I agree to abide by this Code of Conduct.  
I understand knowingly abusing this Code of Conduct will result in expulsion and permanent removal from the 
CDKA.  

Signature:______________________________________________________ 

Date: _________________________________________________________ 
   Executive Board to review with member periodically             2021-22


